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Abstract— Facial expression recognition in the wild is challeng-
ing due to various unconstrained conditions. Although existing
facial expression classifiers have been almost perfect on analyzing
constrained frontal faces, they fail to perform well on partially
occluded faces that are common in the wild. In this paper,
we propose a convolution neutral network (CNN) with attention
mechanism (ACNN) that can perceive the occlusion regions of the
face and focus on the most discriminative un-occluded regions.
ACNN is an end-to-end learning framework. It combines the
multiple representations from facial regions of interest (ROIs).
Each representation is weighed via a proposed gate unit that
computes an adaptive weight from the region itself according
to the unobstructedness and importance. Considering different
RoIs, we introduce two versions of ACNN: patch-based ACNN
(pACNN) and global–local-based ACNN (gACNN). pACNN only
pays attention to local facial patches. gACNN integrates local rep-
resentations at patch-level with global representation at image-
level. The proposed ACNNs are evaluated on both real and
synthetic occlusions, including a self-collected facial expression
dataset with real-world occlusions, the two largest in-the-wild
facial expression datasets (RAF-DB and AffectNet) and their
modifications with synthesized facial occlusions. Experimental
results show that ACNNs improve the recognition accuracy on
both the non-occluded faces and occluded faces. Visualization
results demonstrate that, compared with the CNN without Gate
Unit, ACNNs are capable of shifting the attention from the
occluded patches to other related but unobstructed ones. ACNNs
also outperform other state-of-the-art methods on several widely
used in-the-lab facial expression datasets under the cross-dataset
evaluation protocol.

Index Terms— Facial expression recognition, occlusion, CNN
with attention mechanism, gate unit.
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I. INTRODUCTION

FACIAL expression recognition (FER) has received signif-
icant interest from computer scientists and psychologists

over recent decades, as it holds promise to an abundance
of applications, such as human-computer interaction, affect
analysis, and mental health assessment. Although many facial
expression recognition systems have been proposed and imple-
mented, majority of them are built on images captured in
controlled environment, such as CK+ [1], MMI [2], Oulu-
CASIA [3], and other lab-collected datasets. The controlled
faces are frontal and without any occlusion. The FER systems
that perform perfectly on the lab-collected datasets, are prob-
able to perform poorly when recognizing human expressions
under natural and un-controlled conditions. To fill the gap
between the FER accuracy on the controlled faces and un-
controlled faces, researchers make efforts on collecting large-
scale facial expression datasets in the wild [4], [5]. Despite
the usage of data from the wild, facial expression recognition
is still challenging due to the existence of partially occluded
faces. It is non-trivial to address the occlusion issue because
occlusions varies in the occluders and their positions. The
occlusions may caused by hair, glasses, scarf, breathing mask,
hands, arms, food, and other objects that could be placed in
front of the faces in daily life. These objects may block the eye,
mouth, part of the cheek, and any other part of the face. The
variability of occlusions cannot be fully covered by limited
amounts of data and will inevitably lead the recognition
accuracy to decrease.
To address the issue of occlusion, we propose a Convolution

Neural Network with attention mechanism (ACNN), mimicing
the way that human recognize the facial expression. Intuitively,
human recognizes the facial expressions based on certain
patches of the face. When some regions of the face are blocked
(e.g., the lower left cheek), human may judge the expression
according to the symmetric part of face (e.g., the lower right
cheek), or other highly related facial regions (e.g., regions
around the eyes or mouth). Inspired by the intuition, ACNN
automatically perceives the blocked facial patches and pays
attention mainly to the unblocked and informative patches.
Fig. 1 illustrates the main idea of the proposed method.
Each Gate Unit in ACNN learns an adaptive weight by the
unobstructed-ness or importance. As can be seen in Fig. 1,
the last three visualized patches are blocked by the baby’s
hand and thus they have low unobstructed-ness (αp). Then,
the weighed representations are concatenated and used in the
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the proposed ACNN for occlusion-aware facial expression recognition. ACNN can be categorized in two versions: pACNN and
gACNN. During Part 3, pACNN extracts 24 regions of interest from the intermediate feature maps. Then as can be seen in red rectangle, for each patch
region, a specific Patch-Gated Unit (PG-Unit) is learnt to weigh the local representations according to the region’s “unobstructed-ness” (to what extent the
patch is occluded). Then, the weighed representations are concatenated and passed to the classification part. gACNN integrates weighed local representations
with global representation (purple rectangle). The global representation is encoded and weighed via a Global-Gated Unit (GG-Unit).

classification part. Thus ACNN is able to focus on distinctive
as well as unobstructed regions in facial image.
Considering different facial regions of interest, we propose

two versions of ACNN: (1) pACNN crops patches of interest
from the last convolution feature maps according to the
positions of the related facial landmarks. Then for each patch,
a Patch-Gated Unit (PG-Unit) is learned to weigh the patch’s
local representation by its unobstructed-ness that is computed
from the patch itself. (2) gACNN integrates local and global
representations concurrently. Besides local weighed features,
a Global-Gated Unit (GG-Unit) is adopted in gACNN to learn
and weigh the global representation.
A preliminary version of this work appeared as [6]. In this

paper, we provide technical details of facial region decompo-
sition, present extended results with more comparisons and on
more datasets, and release a facial expression dataset in the
presence of real occlusions. The contributions of this work are
summarized as follows:
1) We propose a convolutional neural network with atten-
tion mechanism (ACNN) to recognize facial expressions
from partially occluded faces. ACNN can automatically
perceives the occluded regions of the face and focus on
the most informative and un-blocked regions.

2) Visualized results show that Gate-Unit (the crucial part
of ACNN) is effective in perceiving the occluded facial
patches. For pACNN, PG-Unit is capable of learning a
low weight for a blocked region and a high weight for
an unblocked and informative one. With the integration

of PG-Unit and GG-Unit, gACNN gains further improve-
ment on FER performance under occlusions.

3) Experimental results demonstrate the advantages of the
proposed ACNNs over other state-of-the-art methods on
two large in-the-wild facial expression datasets and sev-
eral popular in-the-lab datasets, under the settings with
either partially occluded or non-occluded faces.

4) We collected and labelled a facial expression dataset in
the presence of real occlusions (FED-RO). To the best of
our knowledge, It is the first facial expression dataset in
the presence of real occlusions.

II. RELATED WORK

We review the previous work considering two aspects that
are related to ours, i.e., the similar tasks (facial analysis with
occluded faces) and related techniques (attention mechanism).

A. Methods Towards Facial Occlusions

For facial analysis tasks, occlusion is one of the inherent
challenges in the real world facial expression recognition
and other facial analysis tasks, e.g., facial recognition, age
estimate, gender classification, etc. Previous approaches that
address facial occlusions can be classified into two categories:
holistic-based or part-based methods.
Holistic-based approaches treat the face as a whole and

do not explicitly divide the face into sub-regions. To address
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the occlusion problems, they usually improve the robust-
ness of the features through designated regularization, e.g.,
L1-norm [7]. This idea is also suitable for non-facial occlu-
sions, for example, Osherov and Lindenbaum [8] proposed to
mutually re-weight L1 regularization in an end-to-end frame-
work to deal with arbitrary occlusions in object recognition.
Another holistic way is to learn a generative model that
can reconstruct a complete face from the occluded one [9].
The generative methods rely on the training data with varied
occlusion conditions. Specially, Kotsia et al. [10] analysed
how partial occlusions affects FER performance in detail and
concluded that in general, mouth occlusion causes a greater
decrease in FER than the equivalent eyes one.
Part-based methods explicitly divide the face into several

overlapped or non-overlapped segmentations. To determine the
patches on the face, existing works either divide the facial
image into several uniform parts ( [11]–[13]), or get the patches
around the facial landmarks ( [14], [15]), or get the patches
by a sampling strategy [16], or explicitly detect the occluders
[13], [17], [18]. Then, the part-based methods detect and com-
pensate the missing part ([18]–[21]), or re-weight the occluded
and non-occluded patches differently [13], [14], or ignore the
occluded parts ([16], [17]).
ACNNs differ from previous part or holistic based meth-

ods in two ways. One, ACNNs need not explicitly handle
occlusions (e.g., detecting), which avoid propagating detect-
ing/inpainting error afterwards. Two, ACNNs unify representa-
tion learning and occlusion patterns encoding in an end to end
CNN. The two tasks promote mutually during training, while
previous methods usually depend on two or more discrete
steps.
It is worth mentioning that previous work on person

reidentification ( [22]) gender classfication ( [23]) and FER
([24]) has also adopted methods of unifying global and local
features. gACNN differs from these methods by embedding
an end to end trainable Gate Unit. The Gate Unit can not
only learn occlusion patterns from data and encode them with
model weights, but also weigh different patches for image
without occlusion. Thus ACNNs are expected to achieve better
FER performance on both occluded and non-occluded facial
images.

B. CNN With Attention

Human has the ability to orientate rapidly towards salient
objects in a cluttered visual scene [25], i.e., we are able to
direct our gaze rapidly toward objects of interest in the scene.
Recently this kind of attention mechanism has been success-
fully applied in many computer vision tasks, including fine-
grained image recognition [26], image caption [27], person
re-identification [28], visual question answering [29]. Usually
attention can be modeled as a region sequence in an image.
An RNN/LSTM model is adopted to predict the next attention
region based on current attention region’s location with visual
features. References [29] and [27] employed this framework
for visual question answering and image caption respectively.
Moreover, Zheng et al. [26] adopted channel grouping sub-

network to cluster different convolutional feature maps into

part groups according to peak responses of maps, which
do not need part annotations but is not suitable for FER
in the presence of arbitrary occlusions. For false responses
caused by occluders will inevitably disturb channels clustering.
Zhao et al. [28] estimated multiple 2-dimensional attention
maps, they have equal spatial size of convolutional feature
maps to weight. This approach is straightforward but does not
take occlusion patterns into consideration. Juefei-Xu et al. [30]
adopted training images of multiple blur levels to enforce the
attention shift during the learning process. The progressively
trained model is robust to occlusions for gender classification.
For face recognition in [31], a facial image is firstly partitioned
into blocks, then a spatial attention control strategy over the
blocks is learned through reinforcement learning.
Attention models allow for salient features to dynamically

come to forefront as needed. This is especially beneficial
when there are some occlusions or clutter in an image.
They also help interpret the results by visualizing where the
model attends to for certain tasks. Compared with existing
attention models, our approach adopts facial landmarks for
region decomposition, which is straightforward and easily
implemented. Meanwhile, ACNNs adopt CNN based Gate
Unit for occlusions perception and encoding, guiding the
model to shift attention to informative as well as unblocked
facial regions.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Framework Overview

We propose a convolutional neural network with attention
mechanism (ACNN) for facial expression recognition with
partial occlusions. To address the occlusion issue, ACNN
endeavours to focus on different regions of the facial image
and weighs each region according to its obstructed-ness (to
what extent the patch is occluded) as well as its contribution
to FER.
Figure 2 illustrates the framework of the proposed ACNN.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the network takes a facial image as
input. The image is fed into a convolutional net (VGG) and is
represented as some feature maps. Then, ACNN decomposes
the feature maps of the whole face to multiple sub-feature-
maps to obtain diverse local patches. Each local patch is
encoded as a weighed vector by a Patch-Gated Unit (PG-Unit).
A PG-Unit computes the weight of each patch by an Attention
Net, considering its obstructed-ness.
Besides the weighed local representations, the feature maps

of the whole face are encoded as a weighed vector by a Global-
Gated Unit (GG-Unit). The weighed global facial features
with local representations are concatenated and serve as a
representation of the occluded face. Two fully connected layers
are followed to classify the face to one of the emotional
categories. ACNNs are optimized by minimizing the softmax
loss.
Considering different interest of the local and global

regions, we introduce two versions of ACNN: Patch based
ACNN (pACNN) and Global-local based ACNN (gACNN).
pACNN only contains local attention mechanism. As dis-
played in Fig. 2, two examples of PG-Units are illustrated
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Fig. 2. Framework of the proposed ACNN. ACNN takes a facial image as the input and encodes the image with VGG-16 Net [32]. Then for pACNN the
feature maps from the last convolution layer (conv4_2 in VGG16 net) are cropped into 24 local patches through a region decomposition scheme. Each patch
is then processed by PG-Unit. Each PG-Unit encodes a patch by a vector-shaped feature and estimates how informative the patch is through an Attention net.
For gACNN, the full feature maps are encoded and weighed as a representation vector through a GG-Unit. The softmax loss is attached at the end. Parameters
in the overall network are learned by minimizing the softmax loss.

in the top two blue dotted rectangles. gACNN combines part-
based with holistic-based attention methods. The GG-Unit in
gACNN is illustrated in the bottom blue dotted rectangle.

B. Patch Based ACNN (pACNN)

Classifying facial expressions into different categories
requires capturing regional distortions of facial muscles.
Inspired by this intuition, pACNN is designed to focus on
local discriminative and representative patches. pACNN con-
tains two key schemes: region decomposition and occlusion
perception. We present details of them as below.

1) Region Decomposition: Facial expression is distin-
guished in specific facial regions, because the expressions are
facial activities invoked by sets of muscle motions. Localizing
and encoding the expression-related parts is of benefit to
recognize facial expression [12]. Additionally, dividing the
face into multiple local patches helps to find the position of
occlusions [14], [18].
To find the typical facial parts that are related to expression,

We first detect 68 facial landmark points by the method in [33]
and then, based on the detected 68 points, we select or re-
compute 24 points that cover the informative regions of the
face, including the eyes, nose, mouth, cheeks. Then we extract
the patches according to the positions of each subject’s facial
landmarks. Fig. 3 shows the selection of facial patches. The
details are as follows.

a) We pick 16 points from the original 68 facial landmarks
to cover each subject’s eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth. The
selected points are indexed as 19, 22, 23, 26, 39, 37, 44,
46, 28, 30, 49, 51, 53, 55, 59, 57 in Fig. 3 (b).

Fig. 3. Region decomposition of the face. (a) denotes totally 30 landmarks
within original 68 facial landmarks. These points are involved in point
selection. (b) shows 16 points that we pick to cover the facial regions
on or around eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth. (c) illustrates four points that
are re-computed to better cover eyes and eyebrows. (d) displays four points
that are re-computed to cover facial cheeks. (e) shows the selected 24 facial
landmarks, around which the patches in (f) are cropped. Better viewed in
color and zoom in.

b) We add one informative point for each eye and eyebrow.
We pick four point pairs (red points in Fig.3a) around
the eyes and eyebrows, then compute midpoint of each
point pair as delegation. It is because we conduct patch
extraction on convolutional feature maps rather than on
the input image, adjacent facial points on facial images
will coalesce into a same point on feature maps. The final
midpoints are illustrated in Fig. 3 (c).
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c) As facial cheeks are not directly covered by facial land-
marks, we pick two point pairs, then compute midpoints
of them. Indexes of the two point pairs are (18, 59),
(27, 57). We then select two facial points that has fixed
offset relative to the mouth corners. For the left mouth
corner, the coordinate of target point can be calculated
as (x, y) = (xle f t − 16, yle f t − 16). For the right mouth
corner, the target point coordinate is (x, y) = (xright +
16, yright − 16).
The selected patches are defined as the regions taking each

of the 24 points as the center. It is noteworthy that face
alignment method in [33] is robust to occlusions, which is
important for precise region decomposition.
As can be seen in the overall framework (Fig. 2), the patch

decomposition operation is conducted on the feature maps
from convolution layers rather than on the original image. This
is because sharing some convolutional operations can decrease
the model size and enlarge the receptive fields of subsequent
neurons. Based on the 512× 28× 28 feature maps as well as
the 24 local region centers, we get a total of 24 local regions,
each with a size of 512× 6× 6.

2) Occlusion Perception With Gate Unit: We embed the
Patch-Gated Unit in the pACNN to automatically perceives
the blocked facial patches and pay attention mainly to the
unblocked and informative patches. The detailed structure of
PG-Unit is illustrated in the top two blue dashed rectan-
gle in Fig. 2. In each patch-specific PG-Unit, the cropped
local feature maps are fed to two convolution layers without
decreasing the spatial resolution, so as to preserve more infor-
mation when learning region specific patterns. Then, the last
feature maps are processed in two branches. The first branch
encodes the input feature maps as the vector-shaped local
feature. The second branch consists of an Attention Net that
estimates a scalar weight to denote the importance of the local
patch. The local feature are then weighed by the computed
weight.
Mathematically speaking, let us suppose pi denotes the

input 512× 6× 6 feature maps of the i -th patch. p̃i = φ̃(pi )
denote the last 512 × 6 × 6 feature maps ahead of the two
branches (top blue dashed rectangle in Fig. 2). The i -th PG-
Unit takes the feature maps p̃i as the input, learns the local
specific facial feature ψi :

ψi = ψ(p̃i ) (1)

And a corresponding weight αi :

αi = Ii (p̃i ) (2)

ψi is a vector that represents the un-weighed fea-
ture. αi is a scalar that represent the patch i ’s impor-
tance or “unobstructed-ness”. I(·) means the operations in the
Attention Net, consisting a pooling operation, one convolution
operation, two inner productions, and a sigmoid activation. The
sigmoid activation forces the output αi ranges in [0, 1], where
1 indicates the most salient unobstructed patch and 0 indicates
the completely blocked patch.

Finally, the i -th PG-Unit then uses αi to weight the local
feature ψi , and outputs its weighed feature φi :

φi = αi · ψi , (3)

Under the attention mechanism in the proposed Gate-Unit,
each cropped patch is weighed differently according to its
occlusion conditions or importance. Through the end-to-end
training of the overall pACNN, these PG-Units can automati-
cally learn low weights for the occluded parts and high weights
for the unblocked and discriminative parts.

C. Global-Local Based ACNN (gACNN)

pACNN is efficient to learn local facial representations
with attention mechanism because it incorporates prior knowl-
edge of facial expression. However, those facial patches in
pACNN may ignore some complementary information dis-
played in facial images. Integration with global representation
is expected to lead better FER performance in the presence of
occlusions.

1) Integration With Full Face Region: Besides focusing on
the local facial patches, gACNN takes global face region into
consideration. On the one hand, the Global-Local Attention
method help to infer local details and global context cues
from image cocurrently [34]. On the other hand, gACNN
can be viewed as a type of ensemble learning, which seeks
to promote diversity among the learned features. The feature
maps of the whole face are encoded from conv4_2 to conv5_2
in VGG16 net. Based on the 512 × 28 × 28 feature maps,
we obtain the encoded region with the size of 512x14x14.

2) Global-Gated Unit (GG-Unit): We further embed the
GG-Unit in gACNN to automatically weigh the global facial
representation. The detailed structure of GG-Unit is displayed
in the downmost blue dashed rectangle in Fig. 2. Among
the two branches in GG-Unit, The first branch encodes the
input feature maps as the vector-shaped global representation.
The second branch consists of an Attention Net that learns a
scalar weight to denote the contribution of the global facial
representation. The global representation is then weighed by
the computed weight.

D. The Impact of Landmark Misalignment on ACNNs

The proposed ACNNs rely on the detected landmarks.
It cannot be neglected that facial landmarks will suffer mis-
alignment in the presence of severe occlusions. The pro-
posed ACNNs are not sensitive to the landmark misalignment.
We describe the reasons as below.
Firstly, we detected the facial landmarks by the method

proposed in [33], which is robust against facial occlusions to
some degree. As illustrated in Fig. 4, facial landmarks are quite
accurate in the presence of partial occlusions (e.g., the first,
second, third, fourth, fifth column). Large misalignments
emerge when side face confronted with severe occlusions
(sixth column in Fig. 4).
Secondly, The extracted patches are not sensitive to land-

mark misalignment. It is because our method extracts patches
on convolutional feature maps other than on the input image.
The spatial dimensions of convolutional feature maps are
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the original facial landmarks (first row) and the selected
24 points (second row). The facial images in first, second, third, fourth column
are occluded on eyes, nose, mouth, cheeks respectively, their facial landmarks
are quite accurate. The landmarks still suffer little misalignments for side face
displayed in fifth column. In sixth column, The facial landmarks show large
deviations under severe occlusion.

1/8 of input facial images. 8 pixels misalignments of facial
landmarks will only induce 1 step deviation on related
extracted patches.
Finally, The misaligned facial landmarks have no effect on

full face representation in gACNN.

IV. EXPERIMENT

In this section, the experimental evaluations of ACNNs
are presented. Before showing the results, we will firstly
describe the experimental settings, including datasets, synthe-
sis of occluded images, the newly collected facial expression
dataset and our implementation details. Then, we compare our
method with the state-of-the-art FER methods and methods
with attention mechanism. Finally, an ablation analysis of the
ACNNs is provided.

A. Experimental Setup

1) Datasets: We evaluated the methods on both in-the-wild
datasets (RAF-DB [4], AffectNet [5], SFEW [35]) and in-
the-lab datasets (CK+ [1], MMI [2], and Oulu-CASIA [3]).
RAF-DB contains 30,000 facial images annotated with
basic or compound expressions by 40 trained human coders.
In our experiment, only images with basic emotions were used,
including 12,271 images as training data and 3,068 images as
test data. AffectNet is the largest dataset with annotated facial
emotions. It contains about 400,000 images manually anno-
tated for the presence of seven discrete facial expressions and
the intensity of valence and arousal. We only used the images
with neutral and 6 basic emotions, containing 280,000 training
samples and 3,500 test samples. The Extended Cohn-Kanade
dataset (CK+) contains 593 video sequences recorded from
123 subjects. We selected the first and last frame of each
video sequence as the neural and target expressions, which
resulted in 634 images. MMI dataset includes more than
30 subjects of both genders. There are 79 sequences of each
subject. Each begins and ends with neural facial expression.
We extracted the neutral and peak frames from each sequence,
which resulted in 7348 images. Oulu-CASIA dataset contains
six prototypic expressions from 80 people between 23 to
58 years old. We selected peak and neutral frames from
sequences captured in normal illumination, which resulted
in 9431 images. SFEW The Static Facial Expressions in the
Wild (SFEW) dataset [35] is created by selecting static frames

Fig. 5. Examples of the synthesized occluded facial images from RAF-DB
dataset. The occluders are various in color, shape, and positions.

from Acted Facial Expressions in the Wild (AFEW) [36]. This
dataset contains 95 subjects in total and covers unconstrained
facial expressions, different head poses, ages, and occlusions.
In total there are 663 well-labelled usable images.

2) Synthesis of Occluded Images: We synthesized the
occluded images by manually collecting about 4k images as
masks for generating occluders. These mask images were
collected from search engine using more than 50 keywords,
such as beer, bread, wall, hand, hair, hat, book, cabinet,
computer, cup etc. All the items were selected due to their high
frequency of occurences as obstructions in facial images. Since
Benitez-Quiroz et al. [37] verified that small local occluders
take no affects on current FER algorithms, we heuristically
restrain the size of the occluders S satisfying S ∈ [96, 128],
which is smaller or equal to half size of expression images.
Fig. 5 shows some occluded examples derived from RAF-
DB dataset. These artificial synthesised images are various in
occlusion patterns and can better reflect occluder distribution
in wild condition.

3) Facial Expression Dataset With Real Occlusion: Some
initial efforts reported on FER in real-life with natural occlu-
sions are limited to occlusions arising from sunglasses, med-
ical mask [38], hands [14], [39], [40] or hair [21]. These results
are primarily used for validating the performance of the system
on sampled occluded images. Until now no thorough FER
evaluation has been reported on a facial expression dataset in
the presence of real occlusions [41].
To address the problems mentioned, we collected and

annotated a facial expression dataset with real occlusions
(FED-RO) in the wild for evaluation. To the best of our
knowledge, it is the first facial expression dataset in the
presence of real occlusions in the wild. We collected this
dataset by mining Bing & Google search engine (with appro-
priate licenses) for occluded images. We adopted search
queries such as “smile+face+glasses”, “smile+face+beard”,
“disguise+face+eating”, “sad+man+respirator”, “neutral+
child+drinking”, “surprise+girl+cellphone” etc. Then each
image was carefully labelled by three people. We removed the
images labelled with inconsistent facial expression categories.
To ensure the images in FEO-RO are not included in RAF-DB
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Fig. 6. Some example images picked from FED-RO. The occluders are
various in occlusion types, positions, ratio etc.

or AffectNet dataset, we have taken following steps to filter
out repeated facial images:
1) We conducted face detection, alignment, cropping for
each image in FED-RO, RAF-DB, AffectNet dataset.

2) We extracted features from a VGG16 network (pre-
trained on RAF-DB and AffectNet datasets) for each
facial image to get a 4096 dimensional feature.

3) We calculated cosine similarity score for each image
pair (i.e., one image come from FED-RO, the other
image come from RAF-DB or AffectNet dataset). If the
similarity score was larger than a pre-defined threshold,
the image pair would be checked by human. If the two
images were the same, we would drop the corresponding
image in FED-RO. We set the threshold as 0.01.

Finally, FED-RO contains 400 images in total. The images are
categorized into seven basic expressions (i.e., neutral, anger,
disgust, fear, happy, sad, surprise). Fig.6 shows some example
images in FED-RO. Occlusion patterns in FED-RO are diverse
in color, shape, position and occlusion ratio. Table I illustrates
total number of images for each expression category in FED-
RO. Obviously there exists little imbalance among different
categories.

4) Implementation Details: We implemented ACNNs using
Caffe deep learning framework [42]. We adopted VGG-16 [32]
as the backbone network for ACNNs due to its simple
structure and excellent performance in object classification.
We only chose the first nine convolution layers as the feature
maps extractor. For pACNN, the extracted feature maps were

TABLE I

TOTAL NUMBER OF IMAGES FOR EACH CATEGORY IN FED-RO

TABLE II

TEST ACCURACY (%) ON RAF-DB AND AFFECTNET DATASETS. (Clean:
ORIGINAL IMAGES. occ.: SYNTHETICALLY OCCLUDED IMAGES)

decomposed into local regions and attached 24 PG-Units. For
gACNN the full feature maps were encoded as a whole and
attached a GG-Unit. The pre-trained model based on ImageNet
dataset was used for initializing the model. All the datasets
were mixed with their modifications with synthesized facial
occlusions with 1:1 ratio except for SFEW dataset, for the
reason that facial images in SFEW dataset already contain
some occlusions. We adopted a batch-based stochastic gradient
descent method to optimize the model. The base learning
rate was set as 0.001 and was reduced by polynomial policy
with gamma of 0.1. The momentum was set as 0.9 and the
weight decay was set as 0.0005. The training of models was
completed on a Titan-X GPU with 12GB memory. During the
training stage, we set the actual batch size as 128 and the
maximum iterations as 50K. It took about 2 days to finish
optimizing the model.

5) Evaluation Metric: We report FER performance on both
non-occluded and occluded images of all datasets. For both
occluded and non-occluded FER scenarios we adopt the over-
all accuracy on seven facial expression categories (i.e., six
prototypical plus neural category) as a performance metric.
In addition, we also report confusion matrix on FED-RO to
show the discrepancies between the expressions. Both cross-
dataset evaluation and 10-fold evaluation within dataset are
used in our experiments.

B. Experiment on Artificial Occlusions

1) Comparison With Other Attention Models: We compare
ACNNs with DLP-CNN ([28]). DLP-CNN estimates K spatial
maps for attention parts generation. The hyper-parameter K
is fine-tuned to the best in our experiments. Table II reports
the results of pACNN, gACNN and DLP-CNN on RAF-DB
and AffectNet datasets. Compared with DLP-CNN, pACNN
achieves better FER performance. It is because the PG-Unit
in pACNN enable the model to focus on local discriminative
patches. From RAF-DB to AffectNet dataset, the performance
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Fig. 7. Inpainting results on test sets of RAD-DB and AffectNet datasets. Sub-figure a.1 and a.2 come from RAF-DB, subfigure b.1 and b.2 are picked from
AffectNet dataset. For each sub-figure, the left and right image denote the input and inpainting result respectively. Better viewed in color and zoom in.

gap between pACNN and DLP-CNN becomes narrow because
of significant increase in training data.
Compared with DLP-CNN, gACNN outperforms by a big

margin (5.17% for RAF-DB and 7.91% for AffectNet) on non-
occluded images. It is because the model with local-global
attention mechanism can better capture subtle muscle motions
than the model with only global attention. gACNN exceeds
DLP-CNN on occluded datasets with the help of Gate Unit,
which encodes occlusion patterns in model weights and enable
the model to pay attention to unblocked as well as distinctive
facial regions.

2) Comparison With Other Methods Handling FER With
Synthetic Occlusion: We compare ACNNs with state-of-the-
art methods WLS-RF [14] and RGBT [16]. WLS-RF adopted
multiply weighed random forests and RGBT converted a
set of Gabor based part-face templates into template match
distance features for FER with occlusions. We followed the
same occlusion protocol of WLS-RF and RGBT and evaluated
performance on model trained by AffectNet dataset.
Table III shows the comparisons. The overall performance

of ACNNs is significantly better than that of WLS-RF and
RGBT. ACNNs show little accuracy degradation under all the
occlusion conditions, while WLS-RF and RGBT suffer notable
performance degradation when mouth occluded or occlusion
with R24 pattern. In detail, pACNN shows maximal (4.30%)
FER performance degradation under R24 occlusion pattern.
gACNN shows 2.61% performance degradation under mouth
occlusion. It is noteworthy that ACNNs suffer little from
the eyes occlusion. The experimental evaluation shows mouth
occlusion impacts FER performance more than the eyes one,
which is consistent with the conclusions of [10]. The proceeds
of ACNNs are due to Gate Unit as well as large amount of
training data in AffectNet dataset.

3) Comparison With Inpainting Methods: We also perform
a comprehensive comparison with inpainting methods for FER
in the presence of occlusions. Recently several generative
avdersarial network (GAN) based methods have achieved high
visual fidelity on image inpaining and completion, while many
of them requires prior knowledge about occlusions (e.g., accu-
rate positions of occluders) [44]–[47], or occlusions should
be structured [48]. Those methods are not applicable to FER
in the presence of arbitrary occlusions. Instead we adopted

TABLE III

10-FOLD TEST ACCURACY (%) ON CK+ DATASET WITH SYNTHETIC
OCCLUSIONS. (R8, R16, R24 DENOTE THE SIZE OF THE OCCLUSION

AS 8× 8, 16 × 16, 24 × 24. THE FULL-IMAGE SIZE IS 48× 48)

the method proposed in [43] for comparison. Isola et al. [43]
adopted U-Net architecture as the generator, and utilized the
loss function: L = minG maxD LG AN (G, D)+λLL1(G). The
generator is tasked to not only fool the discriminator but
also be near the ground truth output (the facial expression
without artificial occlusions). λ denotes weight of L1 loss
and was tuned to achieve best visual plausible outputs. Since
expression is a subtle property of faces that requires good
representations of detailed local features, it remains unknown
whether adversarial generative method can recover corrupt
local regions in facial expression images.
Fig. 7 illustrates some inpainting results of test images in

RAF-DB and AffectNet datasets. It is obvious that GAN based
inpainting method can successfully recover an occluded facial
image to a great degree. At the same time we can observe
little distortions in the generated facial images if the occluded
facial regions contain subtle textures (e.g., right eye in the
lower part of sub-graph a.2).
Table II illustrates the performance of the generative inpaint-

ing method. The inpainting method achieves slightly better
performance than VGG16 on both RAF-DB and AffectNet
datasets, still far behind pACNN as well as gACNN. It is
because although generated facial images contain less visually
occlusions, the inevitable distortions as well as distance from
the original latent image manifold limit more FER perfor-
mance enhancement [47].

4) Cross Dataset Evaluation: We evaluated the general-
ization ability of ACNNs under the cross-dataset evalua-
tion protocol. In our experiments, ACNNs were trained on
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TABLE IV

CROSS DATASET EVALUATION (ACCURACY%) ON IN-THE-LAB DATASETS
(Clean: ORIGINAL IMAGES. occ.: SYNTHESIZED OCCLUDED IMAGES)

RAF-DB or AffectNet dataset and evaluated on CK+, MMI,
Oulu-CASIA, SFEW dataset with or without synthetic occlu-
sions. Table IV shows the results compared with other FER
methods.
Among the compared experiments, Mollahosseini et al. [49]

adopted an inception based CNN and provided the aver-
age cross-dataset recognition accuracy. Mayer et al. [50]
and Zhang et al. [51] reported the highest cross-dataset
results, which were both trained on MMI and evaluated on
CK+ or vice versa.
As can be seen from Table IV, ACNNs achieve better

performance than other methods with few exceptions. For
model trained on AffectNet, gACNN exceeds [49]–[51] by at
least 42.7% and 5.18% on CK+ and MMI dataset respectively.
It suggests that ACNNs trained on AffectNet dataset can
generalize better than ACNNs trained on RAF-DB due to a
larger amount of training data.
The benefit of Gate Unit on SFEW dataset is not as

consistent as on other datasets. It is because facial images
in SFEW are diverse in large head pose, which causes some
misalignments in facial landmark points.

C. Experiment on Realistic Occlusions

We merged all training images in RAF-DB and Affect-
Net datasets for training, and evaluated performances of
VGG16 [32], ResNet-18 [52], and their related CNNs and
ACNNs on our manually collected FED-RO. We also adopted
DLP-CNN [28], GAN-Inpainting [43] for evaluations.
Table V illustrates FER performance on FED-RO. ACNNs

achieve the best average FER performance among all net-
work structures. In detail, pACNN and gACNN outperform
VGG16 by 6.77% and 8.51% respectively. ResNet-18 achieves
comparable performance with VGG16. The slight performance
improvements are reasonable.
Results in Table V illustrate that DLP-CNN achieves com-

parable performance with VGG16, and that GAN-Inpainting

Fig. 8. Confusion matrix based on gACNN for FED-RO. We merged RAF-
DB and AffectedNet dataset for training.

behaves the worst among all methods. The poor performance
of GAN-Inpainting can be explained in two aspects. Firstly,
it is difficult for the model to recover missing facial parts in
the presence of arbitrary real occlusions. Secondly, the model
has a weak ability to focus on unblocked & distinctive facial
regions.
To investigate per expression category classification per-

formance on FED-RO, we also reported confusion matrix of
gACNN in Fig. 8. It is clear that gACNN achieves highest and
lowest classification accuracy on happy and disgust category
respectively. Easily confused expression categories are fear
and surprise, disgust and sad, fear and sad.
We carefully browsed all predictions on FED-RO and dis-

played some representative failed examples in Fig. 9. Although
gACNN is robust to most occlusions, it still suffers from
extremely heavy facial occlusions and novel occluders. The
former can be explained that severe occlusions will inevitably
cause large misalignment in facial landmarks. Thus gACNN is
unable to focus on preplanned local facial patches. The latter
can be explained that Gate Unit in gACNN may generate
a weight that is not so adaptive when meets a rarely seen
occluder (e.g., white beard in Fig. 9). One possible way to
handle such hard examples is to take the context [53] or human
body gestures [54] within images into consideration, which we
will explore in future work.

D. Ablation Analysis

Both diverse representations learning and Gate Unit help
ACNNs gain improvements on FER. We conducted a quanti-
tative evaluation of these two components in order to better
understand our method. For a more detailed analysis of the
FER results, we also explored how different network structures
affect the attention maps of the clean and occluded images.
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TABLE V

ACCURACY (%) COMPARISON ON FED-RO

Fig. 9. Some example images in FED-RO that gACNN failed to predict the
correct expression categories. It suggests that gACNN is vulnerable to large
head pose, extremely heavy facial occlusion, as well as novel occlusions.

1) VGG-16 VS pCNN, pCNN VS gCNN: We compared
VGG-16 and pCNN (CNN without Gate Unit) to verify benefit
of region decomposition. As listed in Table II, pCNN exceeds
VGG-16 on both original and occluded images. The promo-
tions of pCNN suggest that globally encoded representation
has fallen behind in reflecting subtle muscle motions compared
with locally learned patterns.
With the help of global and local representations, gCNN

achieves better and comparable performance than pCNN on
RAF-DB and AffectNet datasets respectively. It is because
features derived from gCNN contain both global facial infor-
mation and detailed properties of local facial muscles. Thus the
influence of occlusions can be suppressed to a larger degree.

2) pCNN VS pACNN, gCNN VS gACNN: We conducted
two groups of experiments (i.e., pCNN vs pACNN, gCNN
vs gACNN) to verify benefit of Gate Unit. As displayed
in Table II, total improvements of pACNN on RAF-DB
and AffectNet datasets are 1.99%, 2.58% and 3.65%, 4.27%
respectively. As a comparison, gACNN exceeds gCNN by
2.43%, 1.93%, 9.29%, 8.72%. This is because Gate-Unit
enables the model to attend to most related local patches,
and shift attention to other related local parts when original
ones are occluded. Compare with pACNN, gACNN achieves
a higher accuracy with the help of globally weighed feature,
which can supply essential context information ignored by the
local patches in pACNN. Similar performance improvements
can be found in Table IV, where gACNN outperforms pACNN
on CK+, MMI, Oulu-CASIA, SFEW datasets. It is notewor-
thy that ACNNs also outperform other network structure on
FED-RO (Table V).
To invertigate how Gate Unit influence attention maps for

different network structure, we visualized the attention maps

Fig. 10. Attention maps of several test images (i.e., the first and fourth
row) and their modifications with artificial facial occlusions (i.e., the second
and third row). The images’ expression labels are displayed on the leftmost.
Different methods’ predictions are displayed directly above the corresponding
images. A deep red denotes high attention. Better viewed in color and zoom in.

of VGG16, pCNN, pACNN, gCNN and gACNN using the
method in [55]. Selvaraju et al. [55] adopted the gradient-
weighed class activation mapping (Grad-CAM) to visualize
a wide variety of CNN model families. To visualize the
attention map of PG-CNN, we firstly derived the Grad-CAMs
of conv4_2 (in VGG16 net) and its cropped local patches,
then scaled these local Grad-CAMs according to the attention
weights generated by related Gate Units. At last we projected
these local weighed Grad-CAMs back to conv4_2 according
to their original coordinates. Attention maps of pCNN, gCNN,
gACNN are derived in the same manner.
Fig. 10 shows the attention maps. VGG16 relies on rel-

atively large facial regions and tends to be vulnerable to
occlusions. Compared with pCNN, pACNN is capable of
discovering local discriminative patches and is much less
sensitive to occlusions. It is obvious that gCNN fails to focus
on discriminative facial regions when expression intensity
decreases (e.g., occluded happy face in Fig. 10). Among
all the different network structures, pACNN and gACNN
are capable of perceiving occlusions and shifting attention
from the occluded patches (e.g., right mouth corner in the
subfigures for happy) to other unobstructed ones (e.g., right
eye in the subfigures for happy).
Fig. 11 displays images with real occluders picked from

test set in RAF-DB and AffectNet datasets. Obviously gACNN
outperforms other network structure. Take facial images in the
first row for example, gACNN is capable of focusing on facial
regions and neglecting occlusion parts under low image reso-
lution. In the second row of Fig. 11, gACNN precisely focuses
on discriminative local regions in the presence of extreme self-
occlusion. Besides, gACNN outputs correct predictions for
both of the facial images.
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Fig. 11. Attention maps of several test images with real occlusions in RAF-
DB. The images’ labels are displayed on the leftmost. Different methods’
predictions are displayed directly above the corresponding images. Better
viewed in color and zoom in.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work we present CNN with attention mechanism
(ACNN) for facial expression recognition in the presence
of occlusions. The Gate Unit in ACNN enables the model
to shift attention from the occluded patches to other unob-
structed as well as distinctive facial regions. Considering that
facial expression is distinguished in specific facial regions,
we designed a patch based pACNN that incorporates region
decomposition to find typical facial parts that are related
to expression. We also developed an efficient gACNN to
supplement global facial information for FER in the presence
of occlusions. Experiments under intra and cross dataset
evaluation protocols demonstrated ACNNs outperform other
state-of-the-art methods. Ablation analyses show ACNNs are
capable of shifting attention from occluded patches to other
related ones. For future work, we will study how to generate
attention parts in faces without landmarks, as ACNNs rely
on robust face detection and facial landmark localization
modules.
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